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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Hands-on overview and theory of the processes, craft, skills, and equipment used to apply
sound to picture. Examines the stages of location sound production, dialog recording,
sound editorial, sound design, Foley, music and mixing techniques for television,
Internet, games and emerging media.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Analyze various video location production scenarios.
B. Describe and demonstrate the use of field recording equipment necessary to

successfully record sync dialog and field effects at these sites.
C. Describe the order of events and the protocol of a spotting session for dialog,

music and effects.
D. Organize a post-production sound timeline for a visual media project.
E. Operate a digital audio workstation to edit, apply signal processing, and mix

down sound for a visual media production.
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F. Evaluate picture and sync sound effects, and record or create and place necessary
sound effects using digital audio workstations.

G. Record and perform Foley effects in sync with visual media.
H. Examine the role of music in visual media.
I. Assemble, arrange, and mix all of the soundtrack elements in sync with visual

media during the re-recording stage in order to obtain the final mix in various
formats.

V. CONTENT
A. Introduction

1. Historical sound and narrative
2. Lab procedures and equipment

B. Location sound production for visual media
1. Timeline of events in a visual media production

a. Production sound - tools & techniques
b. Production sound - personnel, timing, slate and logging

2. Location environments
a. Capturing dialog on set in a controlled studio vs. on location
b. Capturing sound effects in studio vs. on location

C. Sound editorial overview
1. Equipment, personnel, and phases of sound editorial
2. Spotting ADR, SFX, and music cues
3. Basic audio editing techniques using a digital audio workstation.

D. Dialog editing and ADR
1. Assessing production dialog tracks
2. Sync dialog
3. Voice Over and ADR
4. The dialog editor, ADR mixer, and ADR recordist

E. Sound Effects
1. Type of SFX (diegetic vs. non-diegetic)
2. Production Library effects
3. Recording Foley
4. Sound design and custom effects for visual media
5. The Foley artist, Foley editor, Sound Designer and Supervising Sound Editor

F. Music
1. The 11 functions of a score for visual media
2. The composer, music editor, and music supervisor
3. Music licensing and clearance
4. Underscore vs. source music

G. Re-Recording
1. The re-recording mix flowchart
2. Track planning and plug-ins for various release formats
3. PreDubs and final mix in various release formats
4. Laybacks and layovers
5. Surround sound formats (Dolby, SDDS, DTS)
6. Preparing for foreign release and broadcast
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VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class Assignments
a. Hands-on lab assignments and tutorials that demonstrate digital audio
workstation operations and workflow.
b. Recording and manipulating sound effects in a digital audio workstation
c. Editing dialog and recording ADR lines
d. Writing and recording a score for a scene
e. Working with a post-production editorial crew to replace and mix the entire

soundtrack for a short video
2. Out-of-class Assignments

a. Working on set with a visual media production crew
b. Capturing location dialog and sound effects
c. Research and evaluate sound in visual media projects on the Internet,

episodic broadcast television, videos, commercials and promos
B. Evaluation

1. Periodic quizzes to assess student understanding of lectures and assigned
reading

2. Projects including field work to assess student skill mastery in recording
location sound, post-production editing and mixing

3. A midterm and final exam to assess student understanding of the stages of
location sound production, dialog recording, sound editorial, sound design,
Foley, music and mixing techniques for television, Internet, games and
emerging media.

C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials
1. Required reading in texts such as Sound Design: The Expressive Power of

Music, Voice and Sound Effects, David Sonnenschein, Audio Vision, Michael
Chion, New York: Columbia University Press, 1994, and Sound For Film +
Television 3rd Edition, Tomlinson Holman, Elsevier Publishing, 2011

2. Directed readings from trade magazines and online sources
3. Digital audio workstations with editing software, portable digital recorders

and microphones, and support from Broadcast Media Services technical staff.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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